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Luann Hiebert, What Lies Behind. Winnipeg:
Turnstone Press, 2014. Pp. 93. Softcover, $17.00.
A “mind field” lies behind, or beneath, Luann Hiebert’s debut
collection of poetry. What Lies Behind is a collection of poems that
celebrate the ordinary universe, the “cut & dried fields,” “the
days/perfumed with birds,” with a stalwart mindfulness, a prayerlike reverence, and a keen awareness of the in/adequacy of
language as well as the very act of speech. The speaker is caught in
the “inbetweeness” that Patrick Friesen describes as follows: “It
lives between the lines and lies. It straddles intellect and emotion.”
(“Jugular Music,” Interim: Essays & Mediations, Regina: Hagios
Press, 2006, 38). The poems halt and hesitate, there is a
tentativeness to the unmoored lines, as they come to grips with the
un/certainty they name and unname. The title of the collection
announces the project: Hiebert tries to get to the bottom of things,
certainly to get at what lies behind them, and to parse the language
that defines and describes them. The opening poem serves as a
metaphor for what we are to encounter throughout the collection, as
the speaker in “look who’s looking” observes herself in the mirror
and sees her mother and her self:
of my mother
mother of me
/me a mother
reflect on
mom/me
I am not (I am
Becoming [sic]

how un becoming

The mirror does not offer a perfect reflection, our first indicator
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that things are not as they seem, that the language itself has been
made insecure, “de-arranged” to use one of Hiebert’s invented
terms. Most of the poems are characterized by an open, scattered,
though never arbitrary, topography – broken lines, sub-divided
words, hyphenated words, destabilized grammar – and a lot of
visual space, which is also readable as silence. It is as if the speaker
can’t say what she means or mean what she says:
she searches the surf
face

shining desire
pterodactyl
she hovers

between words
between worlds

(“she catches my eye”)

Rehearsal and repetition, often incantatory, arise out of the
difficulty of speaking. Hiebert’s poems work on a principle of
inclusion and expansion. In “time will tell” the word “time” is used
twelve times throughout the poem (not including the title), and
there is something ominous behind the all-too-familiar clichés and
figures of speech, as “time” chimes through the poem, as if time
runs away as it runs out.
Language is alive, performing itself, and what we get is a lot of
play and playfulness in the self-reflexivity, as the signifier flirts
with different signifieds, as the lines and the words get broken up.
“Kinetic excitement, action at the holes, the junctures – points of
suspension, expectation… We are asked to hear, really hear, right
here and now, what’s happening.” This is what happens when the
reader is forced to move through a text slowly, Dennis Cooley tells
us in his landmark essay “Breaking & Entering” (The Vernacular
Muse, Winnipeg: Turnstone Press, 1987, 131). Cooley’s poetry and
poetics are a legacy that have informed and enriched many of us. In
Hiebert’s work, the debt to Cooley is unmistakable, immediately
recognizable. But the reality is that her language and style often
feel borrowed, adopted, rather than truly inhabited.
And sometimes there is simply too much wordplay, and it takes
over for its own sake, as in “well woman,” where every conceivable
meaning and turn of phrase are rehearsed and exhausted. Here, the
word “well” is utilized no less than ten times (not including the
title), a case of going back to the well once too often. To juxtapose
ideologies: In “Jugular Music” Patrick Friesen states: “I know how
words are constructed. I’m bored by writers reminding me that
they’re writing the book, or poem, I’m reading. I’m tired not only of
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literary theory being imposed on poetry but, also, the theories of
various social and political causes.” (38) Sometimes the clichés get
the upper hand, as in “black & white:” “…stealing from room/to
room she slides/silent as a hot blade/through butter/moon melts/on
the floor.” Sometimes the internal rhymes dictate the logic of the
poem, as in “undone”:
back to the beginning
naked & lost
& found

bound by the sound
fibres of every word
doubly knit.

As sound and rhyme fall into one another there is perhaps a
desire, a search for likeness and similarity, intimacy and
familiarity – that is not unlike love – in the figurative search for
truth, other, identity, and god-ness or the divine.
Hiebert’s interest in prairie women’s poetry is apparent and I
would argue that this collection contributes to that body of work.
The prairie repertoire is recycled through the iris and shutter of
Hiebert’s vision, her “startled eyes,” to good effect. We get the
usual arsenal of prairie images and icons: the landscape, trains,
crows, weather, the ubiquitous sun and wind and snow, set within
the framework of a mindful narrator, aware of herself and the ties
that bind and forge. The visual acuity of poems like “hoar frost”
with its “breath-burrs” and “it’s not the cheer,” where pumpkins
are “prairie pearls,” just to mention a few, are a delight. The
auditory quality, perhaps hardest to encapsulate in writing, is
beautifully rendered in “breathe,” where you can not only see, but
practically hear and feel the breaths, as well as in the train poem
“light rails,” where you can virtually hear and feel the train a
comin.’
Hiebert’s collection contains 92 poems, most of which are a page
long. There are no chapter or subheadings in this collection, no
superimposing framework, which indicates perhaps a reluctance to
categorize these poems, which feel like crafted moments in a lived
life that is generous and devotional. Reading through this collection
reminded me of days running together and blurring in the very best
of ways, although there are short thematic runs of three to four
poems that focus on a particular image or topic. The collection
flows well, aging with the narrator, as it cycles through life into the
more difficult terrains of relationships – the empty nest,
menopause, illness and death – and the poems on these topics
constitute some of the best in the collection.
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morning is not
a guarantee
but for you & me
we’ll have our toast
& cereal prayers
(“whispers of grace”)

It doesn’t get more plain or more potent than that. We too are
looking and what we see is the woman in the mirror in her
perpetual state of “un becoming.” And behind her, we see
ourselves. I look forward to seeing what lies ahead for Luann
Hiebert.
Barbara Schott
Winnipeg, Manitoba

